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Abstract
Automatic generation of reading comprehension questions is a topic receiving growing interest in the NLP community, but there is
currently no consensus on evaluation metrics and many approaches focus on linguistic quality only while ignoring the pedagogic
value and appropriateness of questions. This paper overcomes such weaknesses by a new evaluation scheme where questions from the
questionnaire are structured in a hierarchical way to avoid confronting human annotators with evaluation measures that do not make
sense for a certain question. We show through an annotation study that our scheme can be applied, but that expert annotators with some
level of expertise are needed. We also created and evaluated two new evaluation data sets from the biology domain for Basque and
German, composed of questions written by people with an educational background, which will be publicly released. Results show that
manually generated questions are in general both of higher linguistic as well as pedagogic quality and that among the human generated
questions, teacher-generated ones tend to be most useful.
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1. Introduction/Motivation
The automatic generation of reading comprehension ques-
tions for educational purposes has been a topic receiving
considerable attention in the NLP community (Du et al.,
2017; Heilman, 2011; Mazidi and Nielsen, 2014). A vari-
ety of approaches has been proposed and evaluated. How-
ever, a recent review of such systems and their evaluations,
e.g., (Amidei et al., 2018) showed that many of these eval-
uation measures focus on linguistic quality of the produced
questions only and often completely ignore the educational
appropriateness of a question. A question might be linguis-
tically correct and well-formed, but may not be helpful in
pedagogical terms.
Consider Figure 1. showing an example from the SQuAD
data set (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), one of the most frequently
used data sets for training automatic current question gen-
eration systems. One can see that the questions for this
passage are factoid questions whose answer can be found
directly in one place in the text. While this was a design
decision for the data set, originally created for the task of
machine reading, this can be problematic when used to au-
tomatically generate questions in an educational scenario,
where a teacher might feel the need to go beyond such rel-
atively simple questions. This might also be the reason
why evaluation measures for such questions target linguis-
tic quality only.
In this paper we provide a novel annotation scheme for
evaluating linguistic appropriateness and pedagogic useful-
ness of reading comprehension questions that should make
it easy for the evaluators to follow the scheme. We assume
that a major contributing factor for the low inter-annotator
agreement (IAA) reported in the literature is that annotators
are forced by standard annotation schemes to annotate mea-
sures for questions where they do not apply or do not make
much sense. E.g. can we judge the ambiguity of a question

READING TEXT: Most of the enlargement of the primate brain
comes from a massive expansion of the cerebral cortex, especially
the prefrontal cortex and the parts of the cortex involved in
vision. The visual processing network of primates includes at
least 30 distinguishable brain areas, with a complex web of
interconnections. It has been estimated that visual processing
areas occupy more than half of the total surface of the primate
neocortex. The prefrontal cortex carries out functions that include
planning, working memory, motivation, attention, and executive
control. It takes up a much larger proportion of the brain for
primates than for other species, and an especially large fraction
of the human brain.

READING COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:

• Primates have a visual processing network of how many
brain areas?

• The visual processing areas occupy how much of the surface
of the neocortex or primates?

• Planning, motivation, and attention are controlled by what
area?

• The prefrontal cortex is the largest in what animals?

Figure 1: A reading text and crowd-sourced reading com-
prehension questions about that text from SQuAD.

that is so garbled we cannot even understand what it might
ask? Even if studies choose to include a not-applicable op-
tion in the annotations, whether actually to select that op-
tion is a subjective decision. In our annotation scheme, the
decision whether a certain category is applicable for a ques-
tion which has already received certain annotations on a
lower level is pre-formulated and integrated into the anno-
tation mechanism itself.
In order to evaluate our annotation scheme, we apply the
annotation scheme to both manually crafted and automat-



ically generated reading comprehension questions in En-
glish. We also collect small evaluation data sets for Basque
and German by having teachers or students about to be-
come teachers manually generate questions and have them
annotated according to the same guidelines.
In this paper, we ask the following research questions:
RQ1: How reliably can the variables in our annotation
scheme be annotated? To answer this question, we apply
our annotation scheme to all manually crafted and auto-
matically generated reading comprehension questions and
compare inter-annotator agreement for the different anno-
tation categories.
As a follow-up to that question, we ask
RQ2: How is the inter-annotator agreement of annotators
with an NLP and teaching background in comparison to
crowdworkers? We compare our English initial annotations
to a second set of annotation by crowdworkers from Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk. We observe a pronounced agreement
loss here.
RQ3: How ’good’ (according to our annotation scheme)
are automatically generated questions from state-of-the-art
systems compared to manually crafted questions? In terms
of measures of linguistic well-formedness, we expect auto-
matically generated questions to perform below manually
crafted ones. However, we hypothesize that in terms of
educational value, both manually crafted data sets as well
as automatically generated data leave room for improve-
ment. I.e. we assume that neither gold standard data nor
system output currently produces questions going beyond
very simple literal question requiring only lower cognitive
processing skills according to pedagogical criteria typically
applied to reading comprehension questions in the educa-
tional domain.
In existing data sets, hand-crafted questions have mainly
been crowd-sourced and only few data from real educa-
tional contexts are available. To assess the importance of
questions from real educational contexts, we use data from
the English LearningQ data set coming from either students
or educators in addition to crowd-sourced data.
This is to answer RQ4: How are crowd-sourced ques-
tions evaluated differently than questions from real edu-
cational contexts? In order to assess this question more
thoroughly, we also analyse the data sets for Basque and
German. These small-scale data collections are a first step
towards pedagogically motivated data sets, where we know
that questions are not only linguistically well-formed, but
also pedagogically adequate.
The research results show that our annotation scheme can
be applied obtaining better results when expert annotators
with some level of expertise are recruited. We also observe
that teacher-generated questions tend to be the most useful
in general.

2. Previous Work
In this section, we first present related work on the evalua-
tion of generated questions. As the quality of such ques-
tions, especially when generated using neural networks,
crucially depends on the availability of suitable training
data, we provide next a brief review of existing English data
sets that can be used for question generation.

2.1. Evaluation of Generated Questions
Ozuru et al. (2013) compare the nature of text comprehen-
sion as measured by multiple-choice questions on the one
hand and open-ended questions on the other hand. They
state that open-ended questions require active generation of
information, while multiple-choice questions are often not
strongly related to the active processing of reading compre-
hension of texts. Thus, the present work focuses on open-
ended questions, and, specifically on the evaluation of the
quality of open-ended questions created to test the reader
about the comprehension of a text. However, there is a
lack of a common framework to evaluate the quality of the
questions. Amidei et al. (2018) present a review of papers
from the ACL anthology between 2013 and 2018, and con-
clude that there is a lack of standardised approaches. They
state that ”given the ever-increasing number of publications
in automatically generated questions (AQG), a common
framework for testing the performance of generation sys-
tems is urgently needed”.
Amidei et al. (2018) also report different studies regarding
extrinsic and intrinsic evaluations. The final goal of extrin-
sic methods would be to evaluate the ability reached by the
final users to accomplish the task, in our case the students.
Nevertheless, the present work uses an intrinsic approach to
measure the quality of the questions, hand-crafted as well
as automatically generated. Concretely, we will ask hu-
mans to annotate criteria regarding the quality of the ques-
tions, without testing them in a real task context.
Prevailing intrinsic methods use human evaluation and/or
automatic evaluation metrics. Some authors (Callison-
Burch et al., 2006; Ananthakrishnan et al., 2007) criticise
the automatic metrics used in the literature to evaluate au-
tomatically generated questions, because they are mainly
word-overlap based metrics. That is why Nema and Khapra
(2018) propose a metric related to the answerability of the
question, that considers key words and entities. From our
point of view, those metrics are not enough to evaluate read-
ing comprehension questions, automatically generated or
hand-crafted. We claim that, in both cases, human evalu-
ation is necessary to elicit high-quality judgements. Thus,
the evaluation guidelines proposed in this paper ask anno-
tators about grammatical and pedagogical criteria in order
to judge the quality of the questions. The main difference
compared to most related work is that our guidelines do not
use the same rating scale for all criteria, the most common
rating scale in our guidelines is the binary scale in order to
force annotators to make a clear decision, and, moreover,
we apply evaluation criteria only for questions where they
are appropriate based on previous criteria.

2.2. Existing Reading Comprehension Datasets
There are many existing English data sets containing ques-
tions that refer to texts. An overview of these can be found
in Table 1. Most of them were developed with the task
of machine comprehension in mind, such as the popular
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) or the more recently re-
leased Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) data
set. Some of those data sets specifically aim at creat-
ing questions not easily answerable by computers, for ex-
ample, questions that require script knowledge to be an-



swered (Ostermann et al., 2018) or cannot be answered
at all (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
However, questions that are hard to answer for comput-
ers are not necessarily difficult for humans. In many
of the existing data sets, answers to the questions are in
fact spans in the text they are based on Richardson et al.
(2013; Kwiatkowski et al. (2019; Trischler et al. (2016; Ra-
jpurkar et al. (2016; Joshi et al. (2017), meaning that they
fall into the first category of literal understanding described
by Day and Park (2005) and are thus likely easily answered
by humans. There are some data sets that explicitly try to
also include questions that require higher levels of under-
standing, for example by creating questions where informa-
tion from more than one part of the text is needed to answer
them (Richardson et al., 2013; Khashabi et al., 2018; Kem-
bhavi et al., 2017). One factor that might limit the depth of
questions is that they are frequently crafted by crowdwork-
ers, which are not experts on the given topic. LearningQ
(Chen et al., 2018) is an exception in that it is a data set that
not only contains questions created by students enquiring
about a topic, but also by teachers who created questions
about their lessons. Therefore, we use the LearningQ data
as a source of teacher-generated questions and the SQuAD
data set, the most-used one for AQG.

3. Evaluation Guidelines
As the aim is to evaluate questions for reading comprehen-
sion, we considered to include measures focusing on lin-
guistic and pedagogical appropriateness. For that, the sys-
tems and measures analysed in (Amidei et al., 2018; Le
et al., 2014) and the reading comprehension taxonomy by
Day and Park (Day and Park, 2005) were examined. The
general criteria for evaluating the adequacy of each ques-
tion were set in terms of fluency, ambiguity, answerability,
pedagogical relevance and comprehension type.
As some criteria are not applicable given some questions3 ,
we assume that it does not make sense to evaluate a ques-
tion that is not understandable according to any of the other
criteria. If, for example a question is not understandable
at all, it would not be easy to determine the usefulness of
it. Such an approach also has the goal to reduce the overall
annotation load.
In order to evaluate reading comprehension questions ac-
cording to different criteria, we divided the evaluation task
into four different groups, where at the end of each group
the annotation might stop. The following list gives the ex-
act wording of each evaluation question together with the
multiple choice answer options:

Group 1

• Understandable Could you understand what the
question is asking? (Yes/No)

Group 2

• DomainRelated Is the question related to the Biology
domain? (Yes/No)

3We arrive to this conclusion after discussing with teachers a
version of the guidelines with no hierarchy

• Grammatical Is the question grammatically well-
formed, i.e. is it free of language errors? (Yes/No)

• Clear Is it clear what the question asks for? (Yes/More
or less/No)

Group 3

• Rephrase Could you rephrase the question to make it
clearer and/or error-free? (Yes/No)

• Answerable Are students probably able to answer the
question? (Yes/No)

Group 4

• InformationNeeded Which kind of information is
needed to answer the question?

(a) Information presented directly and in one place
only in the text

(b) Information presented in different parts of the
text

(c) A combination of information from the text with
external knowledge

(d) General knowledge about the topic (not from the
text)

(e) The reader’s feelings/judgements/... about the
text

• Central Do you think being able to answer the ques-
tion is important to work on the topic covered by the
text? (Yes/No)

• WouldYouUseIt If you were a teacher working with
that text in class, do you think you would use
this question or your rephrasal of the question?
(Yes/Maybe/No)

Each group of evaluation criteria defines one stopping
point. That means that depending on the answer given
to some of the criteria from that group, it is determined
whether the question can be judged or not according to the
rest of the measures and the evaluation of a particular ques-
tion might stop there.
In group 1, the understandable option checks if it is possi-
ble to understand what the question is asking. If it is incom-
prehensible, we consider that no further measures apply to
the question and the evaluation ends.
Group 2 includes three evaluation criteria related to the do-
main and linguistic appropriateness of the question: do-
mainRelated, grammatical and clear. If it is not clear
what the question asks for (clear), the evaluation process
ends. Otherwise, the process continues. Group 3 presents
one (answerable) or two (rephrase, answerable) evalua-
tion criteria based on group 2’s answers. If the question is
more or less clear (group 2 - clear) or the question is not
grammatical (group 2 - grammatical), the evaluator should
rephrase the question to make it clearer and/or error-free
(rephrase). Otherwise, this evaluation criterion is not pre-
sented. In all cases, it is asked if students are probably able
to answer the question (answerable). If not, the evaluation
ends. If yes, the evaluators are asked to provide the answer
to the question in a text field.



Name # of questions Texts Source Level

AI2 Biology Corpus 1 378 undergraduate textbook domain
expert

answers are spans

bAbI QA tasks
(Weston et al., 2015)

20*10000 2-4 simple sentences per question system designed to challenge computers, but easy for humans

HotpotQA
(Yang et al., 2018)

112779 2 wikipedia paragraphs per
question

crowd open & MC questions requiring multi-hop reasoning

LearningQ
(Chen et al., 2018)

231470 10841 educational articles &
transcriptions

experts,
crowd

factoid, but also understanding, applying and analyzing

MCScript
(Ostermann et al., 2018)

14074 2100 narrative texts crowd MC questions, 27% requiring script knowledge

MCTest
(Richardson et al., 2013)

2640 660 fictional stories crowd MC questions, answers are spans, 50% require information from
>1 sentence

MS MARCO
(Bajaj et al., 2016)

1010916 ∅ 10 passages per question queries factoid, mostly descriptions or numeric

MultiRC
(Khashabi et al., 2018)

9872 871 paragraphs crowd MC questions, 60% require multi-sentence reasoning

NarrativeQA
(Kočiskỳ et al., 2018)

46765 1572 scripts and summaries crowd > 50% of answers are not spans in texts

Natural Questions
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019)

323045 wikipedia articles queries only 50% with answer, answers are spans

NewsQA
(Trischler et al., 2016)

100000 12744 CNN articles crowd answers are spans, 33% word matching, 27% paraphrasing, 20%
synthesis

OpenBookQA
(Mihaylov et al., 2018)

5957 1326 science facts, 1 per question crowd MC questions requiring transfer of world knowledge

QA-SRL Bank 2.0
(FitzGerald et al., 2018)

265140 76397 sentences, 1 per question crowd factoid, 1 question per predicate-argument pair in sentence,
easily answerable by humans

Question Answer data set
(Smith et al., 2008)

1209 40 wikipedia articles crowd,
system

factoid

SciQ (direct-answer)
(Welbl et al., 2017)

12252 short passages from science study
books

crowd answers are trivial when questions are presented with MC
options

SearchQA
(Dunn et al., 2017)

140461 ∅ 49.6 search result snippets per
question

crawled factoid, answers are at most 3 tokens long

SQuAD 1.1
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016)

107785 paragraphs from 536 wikipedia
articles

crowd answers are spans, questions mostly lexical & syntactic
variations of text

TREC 1999-2007 2 >3500 newspaper articles & blog posts crowd,
queries

factoid

TQA (text questions)
(Kembhavi et al., 2017)

13693 lessons from science textbooks crawled MC questions, 40% need 1, 40% >1 sentence in the text to be
answered

TriviaQA
(Joshi et al., 2017)

95956 6 wikipedia articles & search
results per question

crawled answers are spans, questions mostly lexical & syntactic
variations, 40% require multiple sentences to answer

WikiQA
(Yang et al., 2015)

3047 summary sections of wikipedia
articles

queries factoid, 2/3 not answerable using the articles

Table 1: Overview of existing English question-answer data sets.

Finally, group 4 contains the pedagogically oriented crite-
ria. The informationNeeded measure requires the annota-
tor to identify which kind of information is needed to an-
swer the question. The five answer options are part of the
reading comprehension taxonomy by Day and Park. Simi-
larly, the last two criteria (central,wouldYouUseIt) ask for
the evaluators’ opinion concerning the importance and use-
fulness of the question, with the wouldYouUseIt measure
being the most subjective one.

4. Annotation studies
We test the afore-described evaluation guidelines in an an-
notation study which is detailed in this section. We first se-
lect the reading texts to be used. For these texts, we either
select existing manually generated reading comprehension
questions (for the English texts, which are part of existing
data sets) or have new questions generated (in the case of
Basque and German). Additionally, we generate questions
for the English texts using both a rule-based and a neural
question generation system.

language EN EU DE

#texts 24 18 21
#questions (all) 299 152 95
#questions (generated) 235 - -
#questions (manual) 64 152 95

Table 2: Overview of the annotation data for English (EN),
Basque (EU) and German (DE)

4.1. Selection of Textual Material
For the selection of material for our annotation study we
use the following criteria. We want to test the evaluation of
both automatically generated as well as manually-crafted
questions. Therefore, we examine existing data sets to ob-
tain texts together with manually generated questions and
then add automatically generated ones. As our focus is

2https://allenai.org/data/data-all-2.html
3https://trec.nist.gov/data/qamain.html



reading comprehension questions in an educational domain
and most existing data sets for such questions focus on sci-
ences, this was also our focus for text selection. Many data
sets (see Section2.) have questions manually generated via
crowd-sourcing. There are only a few data sets provid-
ing data from realistic educational contexts, most promi-
nently the LearningQ data, where questions are either pro-
duced by teachers (the TED-Ed subset) or by students (the
Khan Academy subset). We thus looked for topics which
occurred both in SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), as the
most frequently used data set for automatic question gen-
eration, as well as the Khan Academy and TED-Ed data
in LearningQ (Chen et al., 2018). Furthermore, we re-
stricted ourselves to topics which would also be suitable
for data collection in our additional languages of interest,
Basque and German. Thus, we checked the availability of
these topics in the German and Basque Wikipedia as well as
a Wikipedia-like source tailored specifically towards chil-
dren, KLexikon in German4 and Txikipedia in Basque5 to
get suitable articles. Applying these criteria, we arrived at
two topics from the biology domain, brain and gene.
We selected one text per topic for Khan and TED. In
SQuAD, the amount of questions per text was four to five,
which is why we randomly picked four texts per topic to
have a sufficient amount of questions. As the Khan and
TED texts are quite long, especially compared to the rather
concise SQuAD paragraphs, we shortened them.
German Wikipedia and KLexikon articles were split into
their paragraphs, from which we then excluded those that
mostly introduced technical terms or contained lists or im-
age descriptions. In a few cases, two subsequent shorter
paragraphs were combined to form one longer paragraph.
This resulted in 7 and 8 Wikipedia paragraphs for gene and
brain, respectively, as well as 3 KLexikon paragraphs for
each of the topics. In the case of Basque Wikipedia and
Txikipedia articles we applied the same criteria and tried
to select similar texts regarding the topic.This resulted in 7
and 7 Wikipedia paragraphs, as well as 1 and 3 Txikipedia
paragraphs for gene and brain, respectively.

4.2. Question Selection and Generation
Table 2 gives an overview of the total amount of reading
texts as well as manually and automatically generated ques-
tions we use for each language.
For the German texts, we collected manually generated
reading comprehension questions from biology students
training to become biology teachers in the German school
system. They were given one text per person and asked
to write down questions which they could imagine to ask
high-school students about the text. They spent about 15
minutes reading the text and writing questions.
For Basque texts, we collected manually generated reading
comprehension questions from 3 biology teachers teaching
at the teaching school in the University of the Basque Coun-
try (UPV/EHU). They were given 18, 8 and 6 texts, respec-
tively; that means that some teachers wrote questions for
the same text. They were asked to write down open-ended

4https://klexikon.zum.de
5https://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Txikipedia:Azala

questions which they could imagine to ask high-school stu-
dents about the Wikipedia texts and secondary school stu-
dents about the Txikipedia texts. As shown in table 2, the
number of questions for the Basque data set is higher than
for the German data set, even though the teachers also spent
about 15 minutes or less reading each text and writing the
questions.

For the English texts we collected all questions available in
the respective data sets, amounting to a total of 64 manu-
ally generated English questions. For English, we also au-
tomatically generated questions based on a rule-based sys-
tem and one state-of-the-art deep neural network system.
Concretely, we used Heilman (2011)’s system, a rule-based
system that overgenerates and ranks questions from text.
And, an implementation of the deep neural network system
proposed by Du et al. (2017) which incorporates the global
attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) into an encoder-
decoder sequence learning framework during the decoding
process. The attention mechanism focuses on relevant in-
formation in the source text to generate the questions in
order to mimic the human’s problem solving process. The
system was originally trained on SQuAD.

For SQuAD we obtained 5 questions per source text and
method and 20 questions per source text for TED and Khan.
In the case of the rule-based system we randomly selected
5 questions out of the top 10 ranked questions for SQuAD
and the top 20 for TED and Khan. The questions generated
by the NQG system were accordingly selected based on the
predicted log-likelihood estimation.

4.3. Annotation Setup

For English, we collected annotations from two groups of
annotators, in order to compare the level of expertise and fa-
miliarity with linguistics and educational topics needed to
handle the task. Our expert annotators are colleagues from
our respective departments with some background in NLP
as well as teaching. The crowd-worker annotators were re-
cruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk. In the case of Basque
and German, we only used expert annotators.

For each annotator group, we requested two annotations per
question. Note that the goal of this annotation is not to
arrive at a final gold-standard used for training or testing
an automatic classifier but rather to check the feasibility of
our annotation scheme and its results for different kinds of
questions. Therefore we deemed two annotations per con-
dition sufficient and have no need to perform, e.g., a major-
ity vote among workers.

Expert annotators were not paid. Based on the time needed
by the experts we estimated the average time requirement
per HIT and paid AMT workers 0.30 $ per HIT in order to
make sure that annotators were paid an average amount of
10 Euros per hour. Workers were first introduced to the
task by means of some examples. They were presented
with a reading text and a question about it and worked then
through the questionnaire as described in Section 3. Expert
annotations originated from 14 individual annotators while
211 crowd-workers contributed to our evaluation.



Experts Crowd-workers
all applicable-only all applicable-only

evaluation category %agree κ %agree κ #pairs %agree κ %agree κ #pairs

understandable 0.8 0.56 0.8 0.56 299 0.73 0.31 0.73 0.31 299
domainRelated 0.78 0.54 0.95 0.4 170 0.65 0.24 0.87 −0.07 180
grammatical 0.65 0.44 0.73 0.32 170 0.58 0.25 0.74 0.13 180
clear 0.61 0.4 0.65 0.21 170 0.52 0.2 0.64 −0.01 180
rephrase 0.71 0.22 0.86 0.25 28 0.61 −0.02 0.64 0.18 14
answerable 0.73 0.52 0.91 0.53 140 0.57 0.26 0.71 0.1 173
informationNeeded 0.72 0.5 0.83 0.19 118 0.53 0.23 0.69 0.14 112
central 0.71 0.5 0.81 0.16 118 0.59 0.25 0.86 0.12 112
wouldYouUseIt 0.58 0.34 0.47 0.03 118 0.48 0.2 0.57 0.01 112

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement for expert annotators and crowd-workers.

Basque German
all applicable-only all applicable-only

evaluation category %agree κ %agree κ #pairs %agree κ %agree κ #pairs

understandable 0.95 −0.02 0.95 −0.02 152 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 95
domainRelated 0.95 −0.02 0.99 0.0 145 0.97 0.39 0.97 −0.02 94
grammatical 0.84 0.53 0.88 0.6 145 0.89 0.32 0.89 0.23 94
clear 0.87 0.04 0.91 −0.04 145 0.86 0.08 0.86 −0.06 94
rephrase 0.81 0.48 0.95 −0.02 21 0.79 0.07 1.0 0.0 2
answerable 0.86 0.07 0.92 −0.04 142 0.77 0.37 0.78 0.34 92
informationNeeded 0.68 0.11 0.76 0.06 131 0.53 0.33 0.6 0.33 63
central 0.8 0.13 0.91 −0.05 131 0.63 0.27 0.76 0.07 63
wouldYouUseIt 0.61 0.03 0.68 −0.08 131 0.41 0.07 0.43 −0.21 63

Table 4: Inter-annotator agreement for Basque and German data (only expert annotators).

5. Annotation Evaluation
In this section, we examine the collected annotations closer
in the light of the research questions from section 1..

5.1. RQ 1 and 2: Reliability of Evaluations
Inter-annotator-agreement is a first indicator when assess-
ing new annotation guidelines as to whether they can be
reliably applied. We evaluate agreement pairwise and sep-
arately for each evaluation category as well as for each an-
notator group.
Because of our hierarchical evaluation setup, after the first
question about understandability, a certain annotation can
always be non-applicable for an individual annotator. In
order to be more comparable to previous non-hierarchical
evaluation setups we present one agreement evaluation (re-
ferred to as all) where we introduce a non-applicable label
whenever an annotator did not see that particular question.
To get a more realistic estimate of those cases that have ac-
tually been annotated by two humans, we also provide the
applicable-only evaluation where we only included evalu-
ations where the question was applicable to both annota-
tors. We evaluate both Cohen’s kappa as well as percentage
agreement. For applicable-only, we additionally report the
number of annotation pairs it has been computed on.
Table 3 shows the evaluation results for the English data,
Table 4 for Basque and German. We can see that there
is often a relative high percentage agreement for both ex-
pert and crowd-workers. For expert annotators, kappa val-

ues are in a modest range for the all category, while they
are considerably lower for crowd-workers, especially when
only applicable cases are considered. Annotation label dis-
tributions that are often quite skewed lead to relatively low
kappa values. We conclude from the low IAA values of
crowd-workers that evaluation is a quite subjective task that
needs some sort of expertise and that crowd-sourcing in the
way we did it in our studies is not a reasonable way of eval-
uating reading comprehension questions.
If we compare evaluations for individual categories, we
see for experts that questions about linguistic quality have
a higher agreement in the applicable-only condition than
those annotations targeting more educational appropriate-
ness. The last evaluation category Would you use it? is
clearly by design a very subjective one and unsurprisingly
we observe here the lowest agreement between annotators.
On the English data, we also compared inter-annotator-
agreement individually for each question generation
method (neural, rule-based and manual) and found them to
be in the same range.

5.2. RQ3: Quality of Generated and
Hand-Crafted Questions

As the evaluation of inter-annotator-agreement showed that
crowd-workers did not annotate questions reliably, our sub-
sequent evaluations are based on the expert annotations
only. We aggregate in this evaluation over all individual
annotations by counting how often each annotation label
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Figure 2: Comparison of the three question generation methods. Only expert annotations were taken into account. The
information needed to answer a question corresponds to whether it can be found in one (text) or a combination of different
(td) places in the text, needs text and additional knowledge (tk) or just general knowledge (gk) to answer, or asks for feelings
or judgements (fj).

was assigned per category.

We first compare evaluations between the three different
data sources: manual questions, neural and rule-based
questions. Figure 2 shows the results. We can clearly
see that manually created questions are generally evaluated
higher (i.e. more understandable, grammatical etc) in al-
most all categories than both kinds of automatically gen-
erated questions, while the rule-based questions are scored
higher than those produced by the neural system.

That means that, in line with previous findings, neural and
rule-based system do not yet reach human performance.
However, our evaluation also shows, that differences be-
tween manually and automatically generated questions are
somewhat larger for the more advanced categories such as
whether the question is answerable or clear instead of be-
ing domain related or understandable. Also for the, as dis-
cussed previously, very subjective category of whether the
evaluator would use a question, differences between sys-
tems are huge with almost three times as many questions
that the annotator would use for the manual than neurally-
generated system. This underlines that it is not enough to

generate well-formed questions, but that they have to make
sense pedagogically as well. The rule-based system, which
produced questions of higher linguistic quality than the
neural system, might produce acceptable questions, only if
we do not care too much about the higher evaluation cate-
gories.
Note that the findings on the neural system are certainly
in part due to the neural data being trained on the SQuAD
dataset, i.e. data from crowd-workers. This again high-
lights the need for pedagogically motivated training data
that could be used as training material for automatic ques-
tion generation.

5.3. RQ4: Evaluation of hand-crafted questions
by origin

As a next step, we zoom in on the manually created ques-
tions, distinguishing in our analysis between the three data
sources SQuAD, Ted and Khan for English, as well as
the German and Basque data. We see from Figure 3
that the Khan questions are in many categories scored
lower than questions from the other sources. This is an
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Figure 3: Comparison of the manually created questions from SQuad, Khan, Ted, the new Basque (EU) and German (DE)
data sets. Only expert annotations were considered and only cases in which the respective labels were found to be applicable
were taken into account.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the manually created questions. Again, only expert annotations were taken into account. The
information needed to answer a question corresponds to whether it can be found in one (text) or a combination of different
(td) places in the text, needs text and additional knowledge (tk) or just general knowledge (gk) to answer, or asks for feelings
or judgements (fj).

at first glance surprising finding given that SQuAD was
produced by crowd-workers and TED and Khan by teach-
ers and students respectively and our initial hypothesis was
that crowd-workers might be more unreliable in producing
questions. However, we could argue, that crowd sourced
questions probably stick closer to the text and are therefore
considered more domain-related and understandable while
the student-created questions come from a message board
context where students exchange about learning material
and are therefore more informal and are often of a lower
linguistic quality.
Figure 4 shows the label distribution for the 3 last cate-
gories. In contrast to Figure 3, we also included the not
applicable label, as we have a considerable amount of an-
swers with such a low linguistic quality that they could not

be annotated with the more advanced evaluation categories.
In this evaluation, we can see that the two data sets created
by teachers, the Ted and Basque data set contain the highest
amount of actually usable and central questions.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new annotation scheme for
the evaluation of automatically and manually crafted read-
ing comprehension questions. An annotation study showed
that the scheme apparently needs some sort of expertise to
apply it. In our setup, crowd-workers were not able to apply
the scheme with acceptable agreement and it was also not
a trivial task for annotators with a teaching and linguistics
background. Manually generated questions were in most
aspects evaluated better than automatically generated ones,



especially neurally generated. A literature review revealed
that most manually created datasets were created by crowd-
workers. To evaluate potential differences between expert
content creators and crowdworkers, we collected two new
evaluation data sets for Basque and German. Our evalua-
tions showed that surprisingly, these datasets still contain a
high number of literal questions similar to crowd-sourced
data. However, we found that the teacher crafted questions
had higher percentages of central and actually usable ques-
tions. This highlights the need for larger expert-generated
datasets to support the generation of high-quality data.
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